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If you have
an Eco Card

¥500 is automatically
donated to the Eco Card
Fund annually

Cosmo donates 0.1%
of your payment to the
fund

Every time you
gas up, or wash your
car with Eco Card
※Refueling is at cardholder prices

Cosmo makes a donation
of ¥10 to the Eco Card
Fund

For every
Eco battery
you purchase

If your annual payment
via Eco Card exceeds
¥200,000, and if you have
been an Eco Card holder
for more than 10 years

Cosmo will automatically
donate ¥1,500 to the
Eco Card Fund every year

Supporting projects involved in
environmental conservation

How the Eco Card works

T h e  E c o  C a r d  F u n d  P r o m i s e While the oil handled by the Cosmo Energy Group has created comfortable life-
styles, it’s also a fact that it impacts the environment. Accordingly, we have been ad-
dressing environmental concerns as early as the 1990’s. We have never turned away 
from these problems but have addressed them fully because we recognize that 
we have a responsibility to make every effort to protect the environment. 

Part of this commitment is our Eco Card Fund, which we are operating with your 
help as part of our “Living on the Earth Forever” project. While implementing mea-
sures to slow climate change and protect ecosystems, we are supporting organiza-
tions that are working steadily to solve fundamental problems such as poverty. 

We have received far more support than predicted prior to launching the Fund and, 
thanks to that support, have been able to achieve a range of results both in Japan 
and abroad. We will continue to work single-mindedly toward our goals while lis-
tening to the voices of all stakeholders.

I want a convenient and comfortable life.
But my use of oil increases CO2.

For that reason, 
I want to support environmental conservation
activities through the Eco Card Fund.

This helps protect the forest to
grow well and reduce CO2.

“Living on the Earth Forever”
 That’s why we have an Eco Card.

The Cosmo Oil Eco Card Fund has 
engaged in environmental activi-
ties in Japan and abroad in partner-
ship with the NPO OISCA. We have 
supported a variety of activities includ-
ing Tropical Rainforest Conservation 
(see page 3) in Papua New Guinea, 
which started in 2002. We have been awarded the 
Medal with Dark Blue Ribbon in recognition of the 
public service provided by these support activities 
over many years.
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Cosmo Energy Holdings Co., Ltd. 
has received an award for its corpo-
rate contribution to the prevention 
of global warming. In addition to 
development of new environmen-
tal technology for oil development 
projects, the company is highly 
regarded for its Eco Card Fund 

activities which it has pursued in tandem with you the members. We 
look forward to your continuing support for our activities targeting 
fundamental solutions to environmental problems. 

Award accepted by: Ms. Etsuko Nakano, Chairperson, OISCA
Awardee: Hiroshi Kiriyama, Cosmo Energy Holdings Co., Ltd. President/Group CEO

Awarded the Medal with Dark Blue Ribbon
for Philanthropy!

Honorable Prize received at the 28th
Global Environment Awards!


